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avatars are strongly recommended to update to the latest sdk version to take advantage of recent
changes. this is especially true for research version of avatars, but all avatars should update. this is a very

important upgrade, and will not be undone! it is your responsibility to understand the changes to your
avatars, and how they will impact your game. if you have any questions, take a look at the release notes
for shroud of the avatar. the avatar patcher is no longer available for download. in an effort to streamline

the process, we have decided to move to a new system, allowing us to consolidate all of our patches into a
single file. if you downloaded the avatar patcher, you should immediately uninstall it and get the new
patcher from the avatar patches website. avatar patches are now available from the avatar patches

website. at this point, all patches are compatible with sdk 2.5.2 through 3.4.6, including avatar patches. we
will release avatar patches for sdk 3.5 soon. the avatar patcher is no longer available for download. in an
effort to streamline the process, we have decided to move to a new system, allowing us to consolidate all
of our patches into a single file. for as long as i can remember, i've loved the idea of patcher games. i've

been playing them since the early days of the atari 2600, and i've loved them ever since. every game that i
own has one or more of these, and i've played them all at least a few times. the only exception to this are

the games that are authored with custom content - such as mortal kombat ii and kung fu ii, which i've
never liked enough to try.
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please do not submit avatars in the following categories: images that are not your own (ex: artwork or
someone else's artwork) unsplash.com images for a size greater than 1mb or 1024px width or height

avatars must be submitted on unsplash with the following minimum dimensions in pixels: 1024px square -
the minimum, but some of the best avatars on unsplash are more than that. if an avatar does not fit on this

page, click the button in the top right corner to see the full version on unsplash. 540px square - the
maximum, but no avatars are rejected if they are oversized please keep in mind that this is not an

unsplash gallery or anything - you can use your own screenshots if you wish, but please make sure they
are high-res and of a good size. screenshots taken from video game demos or games that you own are
accepted, but you can always use your own from previous releases. do not use images taken from paid

flash games or images of other people's screenshots or artwork, as these are not acceptable. please also
use the community guidelines below while submitting images (written in large font). to maximize your

resolution for the patcher's full screen feature, simply right click the game icon in your steam library and
select properties then set the quality to maximun and click set. you will be prompted to restart steam to
complete this process. refresh your game or restart your computer when prompted to. to check for errors

or updates, simply select options > visit the store. you will see if there are updates available.
unfortunately, if there are no updates available, it will say that. fortunately, if there are updates available,

you will see them in the upper right area. 5ec8ef588b
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